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signal strength = 1.4 ± 0.5 at mh = 125 GeV
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Higgs Searches at LHC

• ~5σ signal of Higgs at mass ~125-126GeV
• Is there physics beyond SM in TeV? Why do we believe?

Asai-san’s Talk
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mode significance

muon anomalous magnetic moment (muon g-2) >3σ
Br(B→D*τν)/Br(B→D*lν)  [cf. ≲2σ for Br(B→Dτν)] 2.8σ
inclusive and exclusive sin(2φ1) and Br(B→τν) >2σ
Direct CP violation of B→K+π- and B+→K+π0 [5σ from 0]
inclusive and exclusive determinations of Vub 2-3σ
Direct CP violation of D→K+K- and D→π+π- [4σ from 0]
like-sign dimuon charge asymmetry [D0] 3.9σ
top forward-backward asymmetry [CDF, D0] >3σ
electroweak precision [bottom FB asymmetry, NuTeV, SLD] >2σ
proton charge radius >5σ
neutrino anomalies [LSND, MiniBooNe, reactor, Gallium] >2σ
Br(W→τν)/Br(W→lν) [LEP] 2.8σ

Anomalies from Experiments

ICHEP2012

tight bound on Bs



Magnetic Moment of Muon
• spin - magnetic field interaction: g-factor
- tree level: g = 2
- radiative correction: aμ = (g-2)/2
• Experiment: Brookhaven E821

F. Jegerlehner, A. Nyffeler / Physics Reports 477 (2009) 1–110 13

Fig. 5. Decay of µ+ and detection of the emitted e+ (PMT = Photomultiplier).

Fig. 6. Distribution of counts versus time for the 3.6 billion decays in the 2001 negative muon data-taking period [Courtesy of the E821 collaboration.
Reprinted with permission from [92].
© 2007, by the American Physical Society.

energy and allow one to determine the direction of the muon spin. A precession frequency dependent rate is obtained
actually only if positrons above a certain energy are selected (forward decay positrons). The number of decay positrons with
energy greater than E emitted at time t after muons are injected into the storage ring is given by

N(t) = N0(E) exp
✓ �t

� ⌧µ

◆

[1 + A(E) sin(!at + �(E))] , (27)

where N0(E) is a normalization factor, ⌧µ the muon life time (in the muon rest frame), and A(E) is the asymmetry factor for
positrons of energy greater than E. Fig. 6 shows a typical example for the time structure detected in the BNL experiment.
As expected the exponential decay law for the decaying muons is modulated by the g � 2 angular frequency. In this
way the angular frequency !a is neatly determined from the time distribution of the decay positrons observed with the
electromagnetic calorimeters [12–16].

The secondquantitywhich has to bemeasured very precisely in the experiment is themagnetic field. This is accomplished
by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) using a standard probe of H2O [97]. This standard can be related to the magnetic
moment of a free proton by

B = !p

2µp
, (28)

where !p is the Larmor spin precession angular velocity of a proton in water. Using !p and the frequency !a together with
µµ = (1 + aµ)e/(2mµ), one obtains

aµ = R
� � R

where R = !a/!p and � = µµ/µp. (29)
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> 3σ deviation

Standard Model Prediction
Exp (E821)Exp (E821) 116 592 089          (63)     [10-11]

QED  (α5)QED  (α5) 116 584 718.962   (0.08)

EW (W/Z/HSM, NLO)EW (W/Z/HSM, NLO)               153.2       (1.8)

Hadronic
(leading)

[HLMNT]            6 949.1       (43)*

           6 923          (42)
Hadronic
(leading) [DHMZ]

           6 949.1       (43)*

           6 923          (42)

Hadronic (α higher)Hadronic (α higher)               -98.4        (0.7)

Hadronic 
(LbL)

[RdRV]               105          (26)*

              116          (39)
Hadronic 

(LbL) [NJN]

              105          (26)*

              116          (39)

�

had

had



Channel global !2
min/d.o.f. globally infl. err. locally infl. err. ‘global – local’

2" 1.4 3.06 3.09 !0.03
3" 3.0 1.08 0.99 +0.10

4"(2"0) 1.3 1.19 1.26 !0.07
4"(no "0) 1.7 0.49 0.47 +0.02
K+K! 1.9 0.57 0.46 +0.11

K0
SK

0
L 0.8 0.16 0.16 !0.003

5"(1"0) 1.2 0.09 0.09 0

6"(2"0) 4.0 0.39 0.24 +0.16

Table 1: Global !2
min/d.o.f., globally and locally inflated error of aµ and their di!erence for

several channels. (Range of integration from threshold to 2 GeV.) The five and six pion channels
are used as input for our updated isospin analysis (see below).
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Figure 1: Fit with all data in the 2" channel: light (yellow) band. Radiative return data from
BaBar [5] are shown by the darker (green) band, whereas the KLOE [3, 4] data are displayed
by the markers as indicated in the plot.

The role of the radiative return data from KLOE and BaBar in the new fit is demonstrated in
Fig. 1 in the # region from about 0.6 to 0.95 GeV. The new data from BaBar [5] are represented
by the darker (green) band, whereas the data from KLOE [3, 4] are displayed by the markers

as indicated on the plot. The light (yellow) band is the result of the fit of all combined 2" data,
i.e. the data as used in [6] together with the new data from KLOE and BaBar. Figure 2 shows

a zoom into the peak region with the #! $ interference and also displays important data from
the experiments CMD-2 [11, 12] and SND [13]. Figure 3 displays the low energy region close
to threshold, a region previously only sparsely populated by data and where BaBar has added

very valuable information. It is clear already from these figures that the KLOE data5 are lower

5The KLOE08 data are in very good agreement with those of the independent KLOE10 analysis.

5

• experimental data with dispersion 
relation and optical theorem

- K(s)/s is larger in lower energy

• inconsistency with τ decay data can be 
resolved by ρ-γ mixing  [Jegerlehner,Szafron]

Hadronic Vacuum PolarizationIntroduction for ahad,LO
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σhad(s): e+e- → γ → hadrons

[Hagiwara,Liao,Martin,Nomura,Teubner
;Davier,Hoecker,Malaescu,Zhang]

aμHad: ~70% from (e+e- →) γ → π+π-



Hadronic Light-by-Light
• hadronic models/lattice required  (→ Yamada-san)
• common features of models:
- pseudo-scalar meson exchange dominates

[π0 gives largest contribution]
- axial vector, scalar; π±/K± loop are small
- quark loop is small  (except for Dyson-Schwinger approach)

(g ! 2)µ: Contributions

• aµ = (g ! 2)µ/2 = aQED
µ + aEW

µ + ahad
µ + aNew Physics?

µ

• QED: 4-loop predictions consolidated, 5-loop calculations ongoing, big surprises very

unprobable for aµ, error formidably small: aQED
µ = 116584718.08(15) · 10!11 !

Kinoshita et al.

• EW: consistent 2-loop predictions, accuracy fully su!cient: aEW
µ = (154 ± 2) · 10!11 !

Czarnecki et al., Knecht et al.

• Hadronic contributions: uncertainties completely dominate !aSM
µ "

ahad
µ = ahad,VP LO

µ + ahad,VP NLO
µ + ahad,Light!by!Light

µ

had.

LO

µ

had.

NLO

µ

γ
had.

L-by-L

µ

" Hadronic contributions from low ! virtualities not calculable with perturbative QCD

! Lattice simulations di!cult: accuracy not (yet?!) competetive " K. Jansen

F. Jegerlehner, A. Nyffeler / Physics Reports 477 (2009) 1–110 49

(a) [L.D.]. (b) [L.D.]. (c) [S.D.].

Fig. 34. Hadronic light-by-light scattering diagrams in a low energy effective model description. Diagrams (a) and (b) represent the long distance [L.D.]
contributions at momenta p  ⇤, diagram (c) involving a quark loop which yields the leading short distance [S.D.] part at momenta p � ⇤ with
⇤ ⇠ 1 to 2 GeV an UV cut-off. Internal photon lines are dressed by ⇢–� mixing.

Table 6
Orders with respect to 1/Nc and chiral expansion of typical leading contributions shown in Fig. 34.

Diagram 1/Nc expansion p expansion Type

Fig. 34(a) Nc p6 ⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0 exchange
Fig. 34(a) Nc p8 a1, ⇢,! exchange
Fig. 34(b) 1 p4 Meson loops (⇡±, K±)
Fig. 34(c) Nc p8 Quark loops

Kinoshita (HK 1998) [246] (see also Kinoshita, Nizic and Okamoto (KNO 1985) [79]). Although the details of the calculations
are quite different, which results in a different splitting of various contributions, the results are in good agreement and
essentially given by the ⇡0-pole contribution, which was taken with the wrong sign, however. In order to eliminate the
cut-off dependence in separating L.D. and S.D. physics, more recently it became favorable to use quark–hadron duality, as
it holds in the large Nc limit of QCD [252,253], for modeling of the hadronic amplitudes [245]. The infinite series of narrow
vector states known to show up in the large Nc limit is then approximated by a suitable lowest meson dominance (LMD)
ansatz [255], assumed to be saturated by known low lying physical states of appropriate quantum numbers. This approach
was adopted in a reanalysis by Knecht and Nyffeler (KN 2001) [17,250], in which they discovered a sign mistake in the
dominant ⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0 exchange contribution (see also [256,257]), which changed the central value by +167 ⇥ 10�11, a 2.8
� shift, and which reduced a larger discrepancy between theory and experiment. More recently Melnikov and Vainshtein
(MV 2004) [258] found additional problems in previous calculations, this time in the short distance constraints (QCD/OPE)
used in matching the high energy behavior of the effective models used for the ⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0 exchange contribution. Most
evaluations have adopted the pion–pole approximation which, however, violates four-momentum conservation at the
external⇡0� ⇤� vertex, if used too naively, as pointed out in Refs. [258,44,46]. In the followingwewill attempt an evaluation
which avoids such manifest inconsistencies. Maybe some of the confusion in the recent literature was caused by the fact
that the distinction between off-shell and on-shell (pion–pole) form factors was not made properly.

Let us start now with a setup of what one actually has to calculate. We will closely follow Ref. [17] in the following.
The hadronic light-by-light scattering contribution to the electromagnetic vertex is represented by the diagram Fig. 31.
According to the diagram, a complete discussion of the hadronic light-by-light contributions involves the full rank–four
hadronic vacuum polarization tensor

⇧µ⌫�⇢(q1, q2, q3) =
Z

d4x1d4x2d4x3 ei (q1x1+q2x2+q3x3) h0 | T {jµ(x1)j⌫(x2)j�(x3)j⇢(0)} | 0 i. (145)

The external photon momentum k is incoming, the qi’s of the virtual photons are outgoing from the hadronic ‘‘blob’’.
Here jµ(x) ⌘ ( ̄ Q̂�µ )(x) ( ̄ = (ū, d̄, s̄), Q̂ = diag(2, �1, �1)/3 the charge matrix) denotes the light quark part of
the electromagnetic current. Since jµ(x) is conserved, the tensor ⇧µ⌫�⇢(q1, q2, q3) satisfies the Ward–Takahashi identities
{qµ

1 ; q⌫2; q�3; k⇢}⇧µ⌫�⇢(q1, q2, q3) = 0 , with k = (q1 + q2 + q3) which implies

⇧µ⌫�⇢(q1, q2, k � q1 � q2) = �k� (@/@k⇢)⇧µ⌫�� (q1, q2, k � q1 � q2), (146)
and thus tells us that the object of interest is linear in k when we go to the static limit kµ ! 0 in which the anomalous
magnetic moment is defined. As a consequence the electromagnetic vertex amplitude takes the form ⇧⇢(p 0, p) =
k�⇧⇢� (p 0, p) and the hadronic light-by-light contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment is given by (see
also [158])

FM(0) = 1
48mµ

Tr
�

(6p + mµ)[� ⇢, � � ](6p + mµ)⇧⇢� (p, p)
 

. (147)

The required vertex tensor amplitude is determined by

⇧⇢� (p 0, p) = �ie6
Z

d4q1
(2⇡)4

d4q2
(2⇡)4

1
q21 q

2
2 (q1 + q2 � k)2

1
(p 0 � q1)2 � m2

µ

1
(p � q1 � q2)2 � m2

µ

⇥ � µ(6p 0� 6q1 + mµ)� ⌫(6p� 6q1� 6q2 + mµ)� �
@

@k⇢
⇧µ⌫�� (q1, q2, k � q1 � q2), (148)

: p > Λ~1-2GeV



π0 exchange

• on-/off-shell πγγ form factor is crucial
- modeled with parameters in effective 

field approaches
- matched to satisfy limit behaviors
- less constrained parameters give 

leading uncertainty    [see e.g., Nyffeler]

• lattice calculations expected  [c.f. Rakow]

c.f.  part of ‘disconnected’ contributions may be included in η’ 
exchange, which is estimated to be sub-leading

QCD; they are characterized by momentum dependent
dressing functions that interpolate between the current
and constituent quark limits, cf. the discussion below
Fig. 11. Second, the quark-photon coupling is a nonpertur-
bative form factor and not merely a tree-level bare vertex;
it can be calculated self-consistently for a given truncation
scheme. Finally, the planar resummation of gluons is re-
lated to the T matrix of quark-antiquark scattering and
contains meson poles that can be associated with pseudo-
scalars, vectors, scalars etc. This will be exploited below,
where we return to the conventional meson-exchange
picture to approximate these contributions.

We wish to emphasize that the expansion displayed in
Fig. 3 has been used successfully in a different context
already in Ref. [26]. There !-! scattering has been con-
sidered using similar quark-box and ladder-exchange parts
as displayed in Fig. 3. In this setup, the authors of Ref. [26]
could reproduce the isospin 0 and 2 scattering lengths in
exact agreement with Weinberg’s low energy results.
Moreover, in Ref. [27] it has been checked, that the corre-
sponding resonant expansion similar to the one displayed
in Fig. 2 is a good approximation to the ladder-exchange
part of Fig. 3. Note that in both these calculations the

quark-box diagram had to be added to the ladder-exchange
or the resonant ‘‘meson-exchange’’ part, respectively. We
believe that these results add further support to our
approach.

1. Quark-loop contribution

Within our proposed truncation, the quark-loop is com-
posed of dressed quark propagators and dressed quark-
photon vertices. On expanding these one-particle irreduc-
ible Green’s functions, within the rainbow-ladder approxi-
mation, we find planar-like diagrams such as the ones
shown in Fig. 4 (all propagators are fully dressed), where
in fact infinite ladders of gluons are taken into account.
Should we consider corrections beyond rainbow ladder,
such as those considered in Refs. [28,29], one would
also include diagrams in which the gluons have self-
interactions as well as crossed-ladder components.
Taking into account such corrections is, however, beyond
the scope of the present work.

q +/!

FIG. 2. The hadronic LBL scattering contribution to a" and its expansion, using EFT approaches, as a quark-loop part (left), leading
pseudoscalar meson-exchange part (middle), and a leading meson-loop part (right), is shown. Note that the quarks here may be
interpreted differently to those in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. The hadronic LBL scattering contribution to a" and its expansion, using functional methods, as a quark-loop part (left), a
ladder-exchange part (middle), and a ladder-ring part (right), is shown. All propagators and vertices are fully dressed, with the ellipsis
marks indicating that an infinite number of gluons are resummed.

FIG. 4. The expansion of quark-loop contribution to the pho-
ton four-point function in terms of planar quark and gluon
diagrams (all propagators are fully dressed) is shown.

FIG. 5. The hadronic light-by-light scattering contributions to
a" from the quark loop are shown. There are an additional three

diagrams (not shown) in which the quark-spin line is reversed.
Principally, these diagrams involve dressed quark propagators
and quark-photon vertices.

GOECKE, FISCHER, AND WILLIAMS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 83, 094006 (2011)

094006-4



- p. 32

Hadronic light-by-light scattering in the muon g ! 2: Summary
Some results for the various contributions to aLbyL;had

µ ! 1011:
Contribution BPP HKS, HK KN MV BP, MdRR PdRV N, JN FGW

!0, ", "! 85±13 82.7±6.4 83±12 114±10 " 114±13 99 ± 16 84±13

axial vectors 2.5±1.0 1.7±1.7 " 22±5 " 15±10 22±5 "

scalars "6.8±2.0 " " " " "7±7 "7±2 "

!, K loops "19±13 "4.5±8.1 " " " "19±19 "19±13 "

!,K loops
+subl.NC

" " " 0±10 " " " "

other " " " " " " " 0±20

quark loops 21±3 9.7±11.1 " " " 2.3 21±3 107±48

Total 83±32 89.6±15.4 80±40 136±25 110±40 105 ± 26 116 ± 39 191±81

BPP = Bijnens, Pallante, Prades ’95, ’96, ’02; HKS = Hayakawa, Kinoshita, Sanda ’95, ’96; HK = Hayakawa, Kinoshita ’98, ’02; KN = Knecht, Nyffeler
’02; MV = Melnikov, Vainshtein ’04; BP = Bijnens, Prades ’07; MdRR = Miller, de Rafael, Roberts ’07; PdRV = Prades, de Rafael, Vainshtein ’09; N =
Nyffeler ’09, JN = Jegerlehner, Nyffeler ’09; FGW = Fischer, Goecke, Williams ’10, ’11 (used values from arXiv:1009.5297v2 [hep-ph], 4 Feb 2011)

• Pseudoscalar-exchange contribution dominates numerically (except in FGW). But other
contributions are not negligible. Note cancellation between !,K-loops and quark loops !

• PdRV: Do not consider dressed light quark loops as separate contribution ! Assume it is
already taken into account by using short-distance constraint of MV ’04 on
pseudoscalar-pole contribution. Added all errors in quadrature ! Like HK(S). Too optimistic ?

• N, JN: New evaluation of pseudoscalars. Took over most values from BPP, except axial
vectors from MV. Added all errors linearly. Like BPP, MV, BP, MdRR. Too pessimistic ?

• FGW: new approach with Dyson-Schwinger equations. Is there some double-counting ?
Between their dressed quark loop (largely enhanced !) and the pseudoscalar exchanges.

Nyffeler, INT workshop on “The Hadronic LbL Contribution to the Muon Anomaly”



Dyson-Schwinger
[Goecke,Fischer,Williams]

QCD; they are characterized by momentum dependent
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Fig. 11. Second, the quark-photon coupling is a nonpertur-
bative form factor and not merely a tree-level bare vertex;
it can be calculated self-consistently for a given truncation
scheme. Finally, the planar resummation of gluons is re-
lated to the T matrix of quark-antiquark scattering and
contains meson poles that can be associated with pseudo-
scalars, vectors, scalars etc. This will be exploited below,
where we return to the conventional meson-exchange
picture to approximate these contributions.

We wish to emphasize that the expansion displayed in
Fig. 3 has been used successfully in a different context
already in Ref. [26]. There !-! scattering has been con-
sidered using similar quark-box and ladder-exchange parts
as displayed in Fig. 3. In this setup, the authors of Ref. [26]
could reproduce the isospin 0 and 2 scattering lengths in
exact agreement with Weinberg’s low energy results.
Moreover, in Ref. [27] it has been checked, that the corre-
sponding resonant expansion similar to the one displayed
in Fig. 2 is a good approximation to the ladder-exchange
part of Fig. 3. Note that in both these calculations the

quark-box diagram had to be added to the ladder-exchange
or the resonant ‘‘meson-exchange’’ part, respectively. We
believe that these results add further support to our
approach.

1. Quark-loop contribution

Within our proposed truncation, the quark-loop is com-
posed of dressed quark propagators and dressed quark-
photon vertices. On expanding these one-particle irreduc-
ible Green’s functions, within the rainbow-ladder approxi-
mation, we find planar-like diagrams such as the ones
shown in Fig. 4 (all propagators are fully dressed), where
in fact infinite ladders of gluons are taken into account.
Should we consider corrections beyond rainbow ladder,
such as those considered in Refs. [28,29], one would
also include diagrams in which the gluons have self-
interactions as well as crossed-ladder components.
Taking into account such corrections is, however, beyond
the scope of the present work.

q +/!

FIG. 2. The hadronic LBL scattering contribution to a" and its expansion, using EFT approaches, as a quark-loop part (left), leading
pseudoscalar meson-exchange part (middle), and a leading meson-loop part (right), is shown. Note that the quarks here may be
interpreted differently to those in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. The hadronic LBL scattering contribution to a" and its expansion, using functional methods, as a quark-loop part (left), a
ladder-exchange part (middle), and a ladder-ring part (right), is shown. All propagators and vertices are fully dressed, with the ellipsis
marks indicating that an infinite number of gluons are resummed.

FIG. 4. The expansion of quark-loop contribution to the pho-
ton four-point function in terms of planar quark and gluon
diagrams (all propagators are fully dressed) is shown.

FIG. 5. The hadronic light-by-light scattering contributions to
a" from the quark loop are shown. There are an additional three

diagrams (not shown) in which the quark-spin line is reversed.
Principally, these diagrams involve dressed quark propagators
and quark-photon vertices.
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Dyson-Schwinger
[Goecke,Fischer,Williams]

• estimation by DS and BS equations
• classified by ‘‘topology’’  (not by scale) 
• pseudo-scalar exchange result is consistent

Considering this contribution to the muon-photon ver-
tex, we obtain the diagrams as shown in Fig. 5, where we
have shown permutation of the external photon legs but
have omitted the topologies that merely involve reversal of
the quark-spin line (these give identical contributions and
hence constitute a factor of 2). As is well known, these
diagrams are individually logarithmically divergent with
only their sum finite and convergent; thus one employs the
aforementioned trick, Eq. (6), of taking the derivative of
the photon four-point function [24,25].

Since this is now to be applied to loop integrals over
nonperturbative quantities, namely, the quark propagator, it
is no longer possible to reduce the integration to be five-
dimensional as in the case of perturbative studies. More
generally, on considering the planar nature of the diagrams,
one must deal with 8-dimensional integrals which neces-
sitate Monte Carlo methods [30]. However, for reasons of
calculational simplicity we actually integrate in nine. We
did check, however, that we were able to reproduce the
well-known perturbative results for the electron loop con-
tribution to the anomalous magnetic of the electron and the
muon [31–33]. Additionally, due to the somewhat involved
Dirac algebra [34,35] we will content ourselves with taking
the quark-photon vertices inside the quark-loop contribu-
tion to be: (a) bare, (b) 1BC, (c) full BC. The precise
meaning of these abbreviations and the relation to
the full quark-photon vertices will become clear in
Secs. III B and IVB. The extension to employ the numeri-
cally calculated nonperturbative form of the vertex will be
explored in a later publication. The results of our calcu-
lation are presented in Sec. IV.

2. Ladder-exchange and ladder-ring contribution

Two contributions that are leading and subleading in
large Nc respectively are the so-called ladder-exchange
and ladder-ring diagrams of Fig. 3. These infinite ladder
resummations are in fact related to the T matrix of bound-
state theory in a certain approximation scheme (that

produces planar diagrams). Thus, another way to portray
these contributions is given in Fig. 6.
The T matrix in rainbow-ladder approximation is given

in Fig. 7. At this point, we make it clear that there is no
conflict nor double counting between the quark-loop and
ladder-exchange diagrams, as they clearly consider and
resum different topologies of diagrams.
As it stands, the full T matrix is a very complicated

object to solve in its entirety though its structure admits
several approximations and simplifications [36]. The one
which we employ here is similar to the viewpoint taken by
effective field theory approaches; that is, we consider pole
contributions to be dominant. Now, since it is well-known
that such an infinite gluon-ladder resummation dynami-
cally generates bound-state poles, one can expand the T
matrix in terms of meson pole contributions as shown in
Fig. 7 (bottom diagram). On mass shell we then have a
unique definition of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude, de-
scribed below in Sec. III A, that gives the form factor
describing coupling of a meson to two quarks. From this
point the (on-shell) pseudoscalar-photon-photon form fac-
tor can be defined and calculated, giving rise to the ‘‘lead-
ing’’ pseudoscalar meson-exchange part, as shown in Fig. 8
and Fig. 9. In a similar fashion, the ring-ladder diagram
contains contributions akin to the pion loop on meson mass
shell. However, since these are generally considered to be
subleading we will not consider them further here and
instead concentrate on the quark-loop and ladder-exchange

FIG. 6. The ladder-exchange contribution (upper equation) and
ring-ladder contribution (lower equation) to the photon four-
point amplitude are shown.

FIG. 7 (color online). The T matrix in the rainbow-ladder
approximation is shown. The top diagram shows the series
expansion in terms of dressed quarks and gluon, while the
middle represents Dyson’s equation. The bottom diagram shows
the pole ansatz for the T matrix on-mass-shell.

FIG. 8. The pole representation of the ladder-exchange con-
tribution to the photon four-point function is shown.
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aμ(π,η,η’) = 81(12)   [10-11] 99(16)   [Jegerlehner,Nyffeler]



Dyson-Schwinger
[Goecke,Fischer,Williams]

• estimation by DS and BS equations
• classified by ‘‘topology’’  (not by scale) 
• pseudo-scalar exchange result is consistent 
• difference stems from quark-loop contribution

QCD; they are characterized by momentum dependent
dressing functions that interpolate between the current
and constituent quark limits, cf. the discussion below
Fig. 11. Second, the quark-photon coupling is a nonpertur-
bative form factor and not merely a tree-level bare vertex;
it can be calculated self-consistently for a given truncation
scheme. Finally, the planar resummation of gluons is re-
lated to the T matrix of quark-antiquark scattering and
contains meson poles that can be associated with pseudo-
scalars, vectors, scalars etc. This will be exploited below,
where we return to the conventional meson-exchange
picture to approximate these contributions.

We wish to emphasize that the expansion displayed in
Fig. 3 has been used successfully in a different context
already in Ref. [26]. There !-! scattering has been con-
sidered using similar quark-box and ladder-exchange parts
as displayed in Fig. 3. In this setup, the authors of Ref. [26]
could reproduce the isospin 0 and 2 scattering lengths in
exact agreement with Weinberg’s low energy results.
Moreover, in Ref. [27] it has been checked, that the corre-
sponding resonant expansion similar to the one displayed
in Fig. 2 is a good approximation to the ladder-exchange
part of Fig. 3. Note that in both these calculations the

quark-box diagram had to be added to the ladder-exchange
or the resonant ‘‘meson-exchange’’ part, respectively. We
believe that these results add further support to our
approach.

1. Quark-loop contribution

Within our proposed truncation, the quark-loop is com-
posed of dressed quark propagators and dressed quark-
photon vertices. On expanding these one-particle irreduc-
ible Green’s functions, within the rainbow-ladder approxi-
mation, we find planar-like diagrams such as the ones
shown in Fig. 4 (all propagators are fully dressed), where
in fact infinite ladders of gluons are taken into account.
Should we consider corrections beyond rainbow ladder,
such as those considered in Refs. [28,29], one would
also include diagrams in which the gluons have self-
interactions as well as crossed-ladder components.
Taking into account such corrections is, however, beyond
the scope of the present work.

q +/!

FIG. 2. The hadronic LBL scattering contribution to a" and its expansion, using EFT approaches, as a quark-loop part (left), leading
pseudoscalar meson-exchange part (middle), and a leading meson-loop part (right), is shown. Note that the quarks here may be
interpreted differently to those in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. The hadronic LBL scattering contribution to a" and its expansion, using functional methods, as a quark-loop part (left), a
ladder-exchange part (middle), and a ladder-ring part (right), is shown. All propagators and vertices are fully dressed, with the ellipsis
marks indicating that an infinite number of gluons are resummed.

FIG. 4. The expansion of quark-loop contribution to the pho-
ton four-point function in terms of planar quark and gluon
diagrams (all propagators are fully dressed) is shown.

FIG. 5. The hadronic light-by-light scattering contributions to
a" from the quark loop are shown. There are an additional three

diagrams (not shown) in which the quark-spin line is reversed.
Principally, these diagrams involve dressed quark propagators
and quark-photon vertices.
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QCD; they are characterized by momentum dependent
dressing functions that interpolate between the current
and constituent quark limits, cf. the discussion below
Fig. 11. Second, the quark-photon coupling is a nonpertur-
bative form factor and not merely a tree-level bare vertex;
it can be calculated self-consistently for a given truncation
scheme. Finally, the planar resummation of gluons is re-
lated to the T matrix of quark-antiquark scattering and
contains meson poles that can be associated with pseudo-
scalars, vectors, scalars etc. This will be exploited below,
where we return to the conventional meson-exchange
picture to approximate these contributions.

We wish to emphasize that the expansion displayed in
Fig. 3 has been used successfully in a different context
already in Ref. [26]. There !-! scattering has been con-
sidered using similar quark-box and ladder-exchange parts
as displayed in Fig. 3. In this setup, the authors of Ref. [26]
could reproduce the isospin 0 and 2 scattering lengths in
exact agreement with Weinberg’s low energy results.
Moreover, in Ref. [27] it has been checked, that the corre-
sponding resonant expansion similar to the one displayed
in Fig. 2 is a good approximation to the ladder-exchange
part of Fig. 3. Note that in both these calculations the

quark-box diagram had to be added to the ladder-exchange
or the resonant ‘‘meson-exchange’’ part, respectively. We
believe that these results add further support to our
approach.

1. Quark-loop contribution

Within our proposed truncation, the quark-loop is com-
posed of dressed quark propagators and dressed quark-
photon vertices. On expanding these one-particle irreduc-
ible Green’s functions, within the rainbow-ladder approxi-
mation, we find planar-like diagrams such as the ones
shown in Fig. 4 (all propagators are fully dressed), where
in fact infinite ladders of gluons are taken into account.
Should we consider corrections beyond rainbow ladder,
such as those considered in Refs. [28,29], one would
also include diagrams in which the gluons have self-
interactions as well as crossed-ladder components.
Taking into account such corrections is, however, beyond
the scope of the present work.
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FIG. 2. The hadronic LBL scattering contribution to a" and its expansion, using EFT approaches, as a quark-loop part (left), leading
pseudoscalar meson-exchange part (middle), and a leading meson-loop part (right), is shown. Note that the quarks here may be
interpreted differently to those in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. The hadronic LBL scattering contribution to a" and its expansion, using functional methods, as a quark-loop part (left), a
ladder-exchange part (middle), and a ladder-ring part (right), is shown. All propagators and vertices are fully dressed, with the ellipsis
marks indicating that an infinite number of gluons are resummed.

FIG. 4. The expansion of quark-loop contribution to the pho-
ton four-point function in terms of planar quark and gluon
diagrams (all propagators are fully dressed) is shown.

FIG. 5. The hadronic light-by-light scattering contributions to
a" from the quark loop are shown. There are an additional three

diagrams (not shown) in which the quark-spin line is reversed.
Principally, these diagrams involve dressed quark propagators
and quark-photon vertices.
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aμ(quark-loop) = 136(59)  [10-11]    ↔   21(3)  [p > Λ=1-2GeV]
[Bijnens,Pallante,Prades]



Dyson-Schwinger
[Goecke,Fischer,Williams]

• estimation by DS and BS equations
• classified by ‘‘topology’’  (not by scale) 
• pseudo-scalar exchange result is consistent 
• difference stems from quark-loop contribution 
• still under debate  (→ lattice):
✓consistency check with vacuum polarization contribution
- dominated by vector-meson exchange (consistent w/ eff.)
✓inconsistencies with other constituent quark loop evals.
- quark loop at perturbative level              [Boughezal,Melnikov]

- constituent chiral quark model                [Greynat,Rafael]

- Crystal Ball experiment of γγ → pseudo-scalar → γγ
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Crystal Ball 1988

Data show almost background free spikes of the PS mesons! Substantial
background form quark loop is absent (seems to contradict large quark-loop
contribution as obtained in SDA). Clear message from data: fully non-perturbative,
evidence for PS dominance. However, no information about axial mesons
(Landau-Yang theorem). Illustrates how data can tell us where we are.

Low energy expansion in terms of hadronic components: theoretical models vs
experimental data

‡ KLOE, KEDR, BES, BaBar, Belle, ?

F. Jegerlehner INT Seattle HLbL Workshop, 2011 4



- p. 32

Hadronic light-by-light scattering in the muon g ! 2: Summary
Some results for the various contributions to aLbyL;had

µ ! 1011:
Contribution BPP HKS, HK KN MV BP, MdRR PdRV N, JN FGW

!0, ", "! 85±13 82.7±6.4 83±12 114±10 " 114±13 99 ± 16 84±13

axial vectors 2.5±1.0 1.7±1.7 " 22±5 " 15±10 22±5 "

scalars "6.8±2.0 " " " " "7±7 "7±2 "

!, K loops "19±13 "4.5±8.1 " " " "19±19 "19±13 "

!,K loops
+subl.NC

" " " 0±10 " " " "

other " " " " " " " 0±20

quark loops 21±3 9.7±11.1 " " " 2.3 21±3 107±48

Total 83±32 89.6±15.4 80±40 136±25 110±40 105 ± 26 116 ± 39 191±81

BPP = Bijnens, Pallante, Prades ’95, ’96, ’02; HKS = Hayakawa, Kinoshita, Sanda ’95, ’96; HK = Hayakawa, Kinoshita ’98, ’02; KN = Knecht, Nyffeler
’02; MV = Melnikov, Vainshtein ’04; BP = Bijnens, Prades ’07; MdRR = Miller, de Rafael, Roberts ’07; PdRV = Prades, de Rafael, Vainshtein ’09; N =
Nyffeler ’09, JN = Jegerlehner, Nyffeler ’09; FGW = Fischer, Goecke, Williams ’10, ’11 (used values from arXiv:1009.5297v2 [hep-ph], 4 Feb 2011)

• Pseudoscalar-exchange contribution dominates numerically (except in FGW). But other
contributions are not negligible. Note cancellation between !,K-loops and quark loops !

• PdRV: Do not consider dressed light quark loops as separate contribution ! Assume it is
already taken into account by using short-distance constraint of MV ’04 on
pseudoscalar-pole contribution. Added all errors in quadrature ! Like HK(S). Too optimistic ?

• N, JN: New evaluation of pseudoscalars. Took over most values from BPP, except axial
vectors from MV. Added all errors linearly. Like BPP, MV, BP, MdRR. Too pessimistic ?

• FGW: new approach with Dyson-Schwinger equations. Is there some double-counting ?
Between their dressed quark loop (largely enhanced !) and the pseudoscalar exchanges.

Nyffeler, INT workshop on “The Hadronic LbL Contribution to the Muon Anomaly”

≳3σ!



> 3σ deviation

Standard Model Prediction
Exp (E821)Exp (E821) 116 592 089          (63)     [10-11]

QED  (α5)QED  (α5) 116 584 718.962   (0.08)

EW (W/Z/HSM, NLO)EW (W/Z/HSM, NLO)               153.2       (1.8)

Hadronic
(leading)

[HLMNT]            6 949.1       (43)*

           6 923          (42)
Hadronic
(leading) [DHMZ]

           6 949.1       (43)*

           6 923          (42)

Hadronic (α higher)Hadronic (α higher)               -98.4        (0.7)

Hadronic 
(LbL)

[RdRV]               105          (26)*

              116          (39)
Hadronic 

(LbL) [NJN]

              105          (26)*

              116          (39)

�

had

had



New Physics
• challenging to explain the deviation 
- it is as large as EW contribution of 

SM prediction

• light new particle or large coupling
- large coupling required for physics 

beyond SM in TeV scale

note: muon mass dependence due to chirality flip

aµ(NP) � �NP

4�

m2
µ

m2
NP

aµ(EW) � �2

4�

m2
µ

m2
W

new particle

gNP gNP

mNP



• muon g-2 is enhanced

- small soft mass
- large tanβ

• tension against Higgs mass

Large coupling: SUSY

tanβ = vu/vd = O(1-10)

Today’s Topic

M.J. Ramsey-Musolf, S. Su / Physics Reports 456 (2008) 1–88 17

Fig. 4. The one-loop SUSY diagrams contributing to the muon magnetic moment.

Fig. 5. (a) Sample two-loop supersymmetric diagrams with a closed chargino/neutralino or sfermion loop, contributing to a� ,2L
µ and a f̃ ,2L

µ . Here
V = � , Z , W denotes gauge bosons, H = h0, H0, A0, H± denotes physical MSSM Higgs bosons, and G0,± denotes Goldstone bosons. (b)
Sample two-loop supersymmetric diagrams contributing to the large QED-logarithms in aSUSY,2L(b)

µ . The external photon can be attached to all
charged internal lines.

assumption that all the SUSY particle masses are taken to be m̃ and that M1,2 follow the GUT relation, an approximate
expression for the dominant SUSY one-loop contribution is given by [10]:

aSUSY, 1L
µ ⇡ 13 ⇥ 10�10

✓

100 GeV
m̃

◆2

tan � sign(µM2). (61)

For moderate or large tan �, these contributions can easily be larger than the electroweak SM contributions for values
of m̃ that are not too large.

There are also two classes of MSSM two-loop diagrams: (a) two-loop corrections to the SM one-loop diagram
where the µ-lepton number is carried only by µ or ⌫µ, and (b) two-loop corrections to SUSY one-loop diagrams
where the µ-number is carried by smuon or sneutrino. SUSY contributions for class (a) can further be split into four
parts:

aSUSY,2L(a)
µ = a� ,2L

µ + a f̃ ,2L
µ + aSUSY,ferm,2L

µ + aSUSY,bos,2L
µ . (62)

The first two terms correspond to diagrams involving a closed chargino/neutralino or sfermion loop, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). The dominant contributions from this type of diagram arise from the ones involving a closed chargino or
stop/sbottom loop and a photon and Higgs that are attached to the external muon line. The approximate formulae for
aX� H
µ , X = � , t̃, b̃, are [10]

a�� H
µ ⇡ 11 ⇥ 10�10

✓

tan �

50

◆ ✓

100 GeV
m̃

◆2

sign(µM2), (63)
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µ ⇡ �3.2 ⇥ 10�10
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tan �
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mb tan �

mb̃

◆ ✓

Ab

20MH

◆

sign(µ), (65)

where Xt = At �µ cos �. The contributions from loops involving other squarks and sleptons are small due to the small
Yukawa couplings. Such two loop diagrams could become relatively more important when the one-loop contributions
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• Hints of New Physics

- neutrino oscillation
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What is unnatural?
• Flavor/CP violations
- scalar fermion mass, scalar trilinear coupling, μ
- constraints: K, B, D, μLFV, τLFV, EDM’s,...
• Cosmological gravitino problems
- gravitino production depends on TR and Einf

- constraints: BBN, DM abundance
• Tension between Higgs mass ~125GeV & muon g-2



Higgs mass and muon g-2

• enhance muon g-2:

- small soft mass
- large tanβ

• enhance Higgs mass:

- large soft mass
- large At term 20
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[tree level]

[radiative corrections]

Hu

Hu

Hu

Hu

• enhance muon g-2:

- small soft mass
- large tanβ

• enhance Higgs mass:

- large soft mass
- large At term

Higgs mass and muon g-2

Hu

Hu

Hu ~ HSM

Hu
SM gauges

where

(↔ 125GeV)
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[Draper,Meade,Reece,Shih]
At = 0

[large scalar top mass]
• enhance muon g-2:

- small soft mass
- large tanβ

• enhance Higgs mass:

- large soft mass
- large At term

Higgs mass and muon g-2



[large At term]
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• enhance muon g-2:

- small soft mass
- large tanβ

• enhance Higgs mass:

- large soft mass
- large At term

Higgs mass and muon g-2

focus on soft mass scale
→ tension!!



Tension

• enhance muon g-2:

- small soft mass
- large tanβ

• enhance Higgs mass:

- large soft mass
- large At term

[Higgs maximized by At w/ Br(b → sγ)@2σ]
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mh~125GeV is too large for muon g-2 in mSUGRA

focus on soft mass scale
→ tension!!



• Flavor/CP violations
- scalar fermion mass, scalar trilinear coupling, μ
- constraints: K, B, D, μLFV, τLFV, EDM’s,...
• Cosmological gravitino problems
- gravitino production depends on TR and Einf

- constraints: BBN, DM abundance
• Tension between Higgs mass ~125GeV & muon g-2

What is unnatural?

soft mass is large soft mass is small



Simple Approaches

Model Flavor/CP gravitino 
problems Higgs mass muon g-2 dark matter

mSUGRA fine-tuning severe limit tensiontension neutralino

large soft 
masses suppressed OK OK hopeless neutralino

GMSB suppressed OK too small OK gravitino



Model Flavor/CP gravitino 
problems Higgs mass muon g-2 dark matter

mSUGRA fine-tuning severe limit tensiontension neutralino

large soft 
masses suppressed OK OK hopeless neutralino

GMSB suppressed OK too small OK gravitino

extended 
GMSB “OK” OK

Simple Approaches



Extended GMSB
• large At term
- messenger-top coupling

• extra vector-like matter
- t’ coupling with Higgs

• extra gauge symmetry
- Z’ and a charge for Higgs

- singlet Higgs: Higgs mass enhanced when tanβ is small
- triplet Higgs: may spoil perturbative GUT
- ...

[Evans,Ibe,Yanagida;Evans,Ibe,Shirai,Yanagida
;ME,Hamaguchi,Iwamoto,Yokozaki]

[ME,Hamaguchi,Iwamoto,Yokozaki
;Evans,Ibe,Yangida;Martin,Wells]

[ME,Hamaguchi,Iwamoto,Nakayama
,Yokozaki]

[Asano,Moroi,Sato,Yanagida;Moroi,
Sato,Yanagida;Nakayama,Yokozaki]



Extra Vector-like Matter

• introduce 10 + 10   [10:(Q’,U’,E’)]
• extra ‘top’ couples to Higgs

• Higgs mass raised by U’, Q’ loop

cf. A’ suppressed by RG running and irrelevant for Higgs 
mass. “mh-max” scenario is not realized

[Moroi,Okada]

MSSM

mS(F): vector scalar(fermion) mass

Hu

Hu

Hu

Hu

vector

Hu

Hu

Hu

Hu

T,QT

Yt

U’,Q’
Y’



• muon g-2 is accommodated to 
Higgs mass ~125GeV
• upper bound on gluino mass 

from muon g-2 and stability

• upper bound on vector mass 
from Higgs mass

Extra Vector-like Matter

[ME,Hamaguchi,Iwamoto,Yokozaki]

LHC search!

Vector-like matter で g-2 + 125GeV : GMSB framework 

[44] 
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実際，持ち上がりました。(mGMSB) 
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NLSP prompt decay
(low messenger scale)

long-lived
(higher messenger scale)

neutralino 2γ + ETmiss jets + ETmiss

stau jets + leptons + ETmiss heavy charge track

• current LHC bounds
- blue: low background, easy to detect
- red: usual SUSY signals

* recent multi-lepton

Extra Vector-like Matter



NLSP: prompt decay
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NLSP: prompt decay
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All regions can be accessed at 14TeV LHC
                    [based on Baer,Barger,Lessa,Tata;Nakamura,Shirai]

Extra Vector-like Matter



t’ mixing with SM matters
• stable extra matters spoil cosmology

(‘‘matter’’ parity can be assigned)

•  weak mixing with SM matters
- extra matter searches
‣LHC, Tevatron
- Flavor and CP violations
‣similar to 4th generations
‣ interesting to see EDM, B 

decays, ...

current bounds  [LHC,TVT]

* no (detailed) studies 
on future sensitivity



Comparison of Models

Model Flavor/CP gravitino 
problems

Higgs mass
muon g-2 dark matter GUT 

(perturbative)

mSUGRA fine-tuning severe limit tension neutralino OK

large soft 
masses suppressed OK too small 

muon g-2 neutralino OK

GMSB suppressed OK too small 
Higgs mass gravitino OK

GMSB
+vector-like 

matter

weakly
violated OK OK gravitino OK

LHC searches for SUSY, extra matters



Summary

• Extended GMSB is implied by
- low energy phenomena and cosmology
- Higgs mass of ~125GeV & muon g-2
• GMSB + vector-like matters
• SUSY particle masses are in reach of LHC
• relatively light extra matters are expected
• LHC search is interesting!!


